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Ernst in his “curtained cot”
DIE
TRAUMDEUTUNG
VON
Prof. Dr. SIGM. FREUD.
Zweite Auflage.
LEIPZIG UND WIEN
FRANZ DEUTICKE
Ernst with his father
Ernst with his mother and brother, Heinerle
Heinerle, Aunt Anna and Ernst
Ernst and his adorable younger brother, Heinerle
Mathilde and Robert Hollitscher
Cousin Julius, half-sister Eva and Ernst
Ernst, Eva Rosenfeld and her son, Victor
Ernst playing with Aunt Anna
Ernst with children from Heitzing School
Erik Erikson at the back of the trolley
Nazi government boycott of Jewish businesses
April 1, 1933
Ernst in the Kibbutz in what was then Palestine
Nazi flag over Freud’s door
Freud at Esplanade Hotel with grandson, Ernst, behind him
Dorothy Burlingham and Anna Freud
Ernst in the Home Guard
Ernst and Irene in Freud’s library
Cassel Hospital
Anna Freud, Donald W. Winnicott and Melanie Klein
Rudolf Ekstein, Josephine Stross and Ernst
Great Aunt Anna Freud with Colin
Hampstead Clinic, now the Anna Freud Centre
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The Adult Profile
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Freud’s maid, Paula Fichtl, with Ernst
Irene Freud
Anna Freud and Ernst
Colin Peter Freud
W. Ernest Freud with Wilhelm Salber
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